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Overview
Located on the north bank of the Mersey, the port of Garston
is a busy shipping port that specialises in handling a wide array
of products cargo from dry bulks to steel products. The port
handles around 500,000 tons of cargo year

The Problem
The entry road to the port is a very busy turning that has
hundreds of truck passings everywhere day and is in constant
use. The area was starting to fail due to general wear and tear
where a stretch of around 50 square meters was suffering from
potholes and other similar surface defects that were becoming
a safety hazard

Before

The Challenge
Because the defective area was directly in the line of the traffic
entering or exiting the port, the Management at the port were
looking for a repair solution that would be durable enough to
handle heavy traffic loads but also fast enough to be completed
as fast as possible, so as to cause the minimum amount of
disruption to the port. The management were also keen to use
the most sustainable option possible to minimise the carbon
footprint of the repairs

The Solution

By electing to carry out the repairs using Roadmender
Elastomac, the entire 55 square meter area was able to
be repaired in under 2 hours. Unlike asphalt, as a highly
durable flowable repair material, Elastomac is able to
be installed without the need to excavate patches to
accommodate the compaction requirements of asphalt.
In addition to speeding up repairs, the repair process
cost less than conventional repairs and lowered the
carbon footprint of the job by more than 80%

Sustainability

Roadmender Elastomac is an eco-friendly,
close to carbon negative road repair material
that replaces fossil fuel bitumen with
end-of-life waste tyres otherwise destined for
incineration or disposal. In addition to being
highly durable, adhesive and waterproof, the
material delivers significant circular economies
with 9 waste tyres recycled into every ton

After

By eliminating the need to excavate 55 sqm
of asphalt, material movement and waste
were also reduced by 91% from 14,000 kg
down to just 1,100kg of Elastomac
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